Exploring nursing students’ transfer of peripheral venous cannulation from skills centre to the clinical setting
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Abstract

Background: It is assumed that practical skills learned through simulation can be transferred to the clinical setting, but little is known about students’ skill performance on real patients after simulation-based learning. The literature shows that newly qualified nurses lack proficiency in skill performance, implying that transfer of learning is challenging. The aim is to explore practical skill transfer from skill centre to clinical setting.

Method: A qualitative descriptive observational study of five undergraduate nursing students practicing peripheral venous cannulation (PVC) in the skills centre and clinical setting. Performances were compared using content analysis.

Findings: There were similarities and differences in the students’ performance accuracy in the skills centre and the clinical setting. Many steps were performed correctly, though some were performed incorrectly, and several were not performed or not relevant to perform in either setting. Practicing on a mannequin and on actual patients gave different learning opportunities. Practicing on a mannequin gave the students the opportunity to perform most of the PVC steps even if the vein was missed. When students missed the vein on real patients, they had to terminate the attempt, with no opportunity to perform subsequent steps of the skill.

Conclusion: Low-fidelity simulation was found both to be effective, as it provided familiarity with equipment used in the clinical setting, and inadequate due to lacking opportunity to discern differences encountered in the clinical setting. The simulation must be improved to ensure that students learn what is needed for safe practice on real patients in the clinical setting.
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1 Introduction

A main objective in undergraduate nursing curricula is to educate nurses to perform practical skills that ensure quality and safety in patient care.[1] To increase students’ learning, two pedagogical settings are used for skill learning: the clinical skills centre and the clinical setting. Clinical skills centres have been used for several decades to facilitate an optimal environment for practical skills learning.[2] A common learning strategy is to use various forms of simulation.[3] Many resources in terms of time, research and money have been invested in the development of equipment.
and simulation scenarios. There has always been a general assumption in nursing education that when a practical skill is practised in the skills centre, the student will be more able to perform and develop that skill in the clinical setting.

However, it is well documented that newly qualified nurses lack proficiency in basic practical skills needed for competent nursing care. Marshburn et al. claimed in their study that only 8% of newly qualified nurses were comfortable performing all the skills and procedures needed in a clinical setting. Starting an intravenous line was the skill nurses felt least comfortable in performing. Newly graduated nurses entering the workforce with sub-optimal proficiency contribute to questioning the value of simulation as a learning strategy in nursing education. Lauder, Reynolds & Angus suggested that nurse educators overlook students’ problems in using previously gained knowledge in other similar situations.

1.1 Simulation-based learning

Simulation technologies with different levels of fidelity are used in skills centres to imitate or amplify clinical practice. Fidelity refers to the degree that the situation or the object acted upon imitates reality. Low-fidelity simulation involves the use of static mannequins or task trainers with injection sites or internal devices used for insertion of catheters. High-fidelity simulation involves live actors, or patient simulators with vocal and physiological responses to treatment. Low-fidelity simulation is frequently used in learning single practical skills, such as peripheral venous cannulation (PVC). Research in low-fidelity simulation is limited, as most simulation research in nursing education entails high-fidelity simulation.

Simulation-based learning is highly appreciated by nursing students. Positive learner experiences with simulation, such as increased engagement in learning, decreased levels of anxiety, and satisfaction and self-confidence in learning have been reported in several studies. Satisfaction and self-confidence in the skills centre is no guarantee for adequate theoretical and practical competence and appropriate patient outcomes. The significance of simulation-based learning in nursing education is justified by the assumption that, having performed simulation training, students are prepared to perform adequately on actual patients in the clinical setting. However, this recommendation is based on participants’ perceptions in surveys, interviews, and structured clinical observation in the skills centre setting. There is a need for other ways of exploring the impact of simulation training, particularly as research indicates that students appear to lack capability to judge their own performance, and facilitators tend to be too subjective in their evaluations.

A review of the literature identified two studies that directly reported on students’ skill performance across skills centre and clinical setting. Alteren & Bjork investigated if role-play as a learning strategy influenced the skill of helping the patient to eat and drink. Students experienced different but complementary learning opportunities in the two learning environments, and similarities between the two learning settings supported their performance. Kirkman explored how high-fidelity simulation prepared nursing students to perform a respiratory assessment on actual patients. High-fidelity simulation was an effective learning strategy, and students applied what was achieved in the simulation session to actual patients. Kirkman promoted similarity and relevance between the learning settings as a contribution to students’ performance in the clinical setting. None of these studies explored the learning process in detail. There is a need for better understanding of factors that influence skill performance in the two pedagogical settings of nursing education. Previous research calls for observation of actual student performance in the clinical setting after simulation-based learning. In this study, we explore the extent to which students’ achievements in the simulation setting also can be observed in the clinical setting. The study also contributes to the understanding of simulation learning by applying theoretical perspectives on transfer of learning.

1.2 Application of knowledge from one situation to another

Transfer of learning is defined as the application of knowledge from one particular situation to another, for instance, applying what you have learned in an educational or training setting to a clinical setting. Two claims are made with respect to the transfer issue in psychological and educational literature. (1) Transfer as an empirical claim: the extent to which a skill achieved in one context is applied in another. (2) Transfer as a conceptual claim: how this empirical “matter of fact” or its absence is explained. The conceptual claim implies that there are certain ways of structuring educational settings to increase the probability of transfer of skills and knowledge from one context or task to another. While transfer is central to any educational project, research has shown that transfer in the empirical meaning often is problematic. Transfer of complex skills that involve both manual, cognitive, communicative and relational aspects, such as those we find in nursing, are poorly addressed. There are however, several theories in other disciplines that propose what affects how learning across contexts is explained and supported. To some extent these theories are contrasting. However, they may also be complementary in terms of emphasising diverse aspects of this complicated phenomenon.

1.2.1 Behaviorist approach

The behaviorist approach is described as learning taking place through the association of a response with particular stimuli. Thorndike proposed the need for identical elements between different tasks and situations to promote
transfer of learning. The more similarity between the situation and response across learning settings, the more transfer of learning will occur. A probability that a certain stimulus situation would be followed by a certain response was termed “connectionism”. When the connection between a situation and a response is established, students are ready to act, and their learning is effective. “Belongingness” was a central aspect of connectionism, meaning that actions accrued sequentially when a second action was experienced as belonging to the first.[29] Thorndike[29] also proposed that a number of trials and errors before achieving correct behavior provided an advantage in the transfer process.

1.2.2 Cognitive approach

The cognitive approach attributes learning to changes in cognitive abilities based on the agent’s processing of information.[30] Generating meaning-making and sequential development of an individual’s cognitive abilities, such as recalling, analysing, reflecting and understanding is emphasised as learning due to knowledge transferred from short to long term memory.[31] The mind is seen as an information processor, and new information is linked to prior knowledge and logically organised.[31] Bruner[30] emphasised categorisation of information as important in the structuring of knowledge and a prerequisite for learning. Bruner[31] also highlighted general principles on the understanding of patterns as best suited to support transfer of task performance from one context to another. Essential in transfer of knowledge from one context to another is the agent’s prior organisation of the information in the long-term memory, and her ability to retrieve that information when appropriate and apply it in the new context.

The cognitive approach to learning has been criticised for being too mentally focused.[32] The learning process could be inhibited if one does not include contextual conditions in the understanding of learning.

1.2.3 Situated learning approach

Greeno[32,33] explained learning and transfer from a situated learning perspective. He was inspired by Gibson’s[34] concept of affordance, who articulated the relationship between an individual and the environment as a key factor contributing to performance or action. Gibson[34] suggested that available information or characteristics in the environment, not individual conditions, was a starting point for a given action. Learning, in a situated perspective, is both to become attuned to affordances in a social activity and also to become increasingly involved in the practices of a community.[32] It implies that transfer is sustained when the agent can perceive and identify key aspects of a situation and act competently, and a new situation affords similar aspects that are identified by the agent. It means that transfer is an aspect of similarities across contexts as well as the agent’s ability to perceive them and act on them according to prior learning.[35]

1.2.4 Complimentary approach

In all the learning approaches so far mentioned, identical elements or similarities across tasks and contexts are central to the process of learning transfer. Marton[36] criticizes teaching strategies based only on similarities, arguing that students also have to be exposed to differences in order to connect knowledge between varying situations. Discerning differences appearing in the same learning object gives the student a firm foundation of factual knowledge.[36] Preparing students to see situations in different ways, could develop their abilities to be aware of new or additional aspects of the task; thus, understanding the situation in a wider perspective. In consequence, transfer implies relearning within a new context.

1.3 Aim and research questions

This paper is part of a larger study on practical skill learning in nursing education. The present study explores students’ mastery of PVC in the skills centre and in the clinical setting, and whether their performance of the procedure is consistent or varies in these two settings. In its details the PVC procedure consists of 47 steps, according to the manual used by the nurse education programme. To be able to compare students’ performance at the level of each step in both settings and compare across the settings, the number of participants needs to be restricted. The limited number of students and the details of the analysis underscore the explorative nature of the study.

The following research questions were developed:

- What is the nature of students’ performances of PVC: - during low-fidelity simulation in the clinical skills centre? - on actual patients in a hospital setting after low-fidelity simulation based learning?
- What are the similarities and differences in students’ performances of the PVC in the clinical skills centre versus the hospital setting?

2 Methods

2.1 Design

The present study has a qualitative descriptive observational research design. In order to explore an area where no systematic research was done before, research questions were gradually formulated after we became aware of relevant issues. We formulated research questions that aimed to describe events accurately, and to portray patterns and regularities in the material.[37]
2.2 Sample and setting

The study was performed in two settings: the clinical skills centre and medical hospital wards. An open invitation to participate was given to bachelor in nursing students enrolled in the first semester of year two. Twenty-seven students consented to participate. Nine of these students were included in the main study by random allocation. In the skills centre, the students practised in groups of three, all supervised by the same teacher. The week after skills centre practice, the students entered clinical placement. Each student had a clinical supervisor who was a registered nurse. In the present study a strategic sample was used. Five students were included, based on their similar approach in training of PVC in the skills centre: sole practice on the arm of a static mannequin. No student had previous experience with PVC. The study was performed at a university college in the southern part of Norway and in the hospital that offered clinical placements for the nursing students.

2.3 Data collection

Data were collected of students’ practice and performance of PVC. PVC is a technical practical skill included in the bachelor curriculum in Norway, as approximately 50% of the patients in Norwegian hospitals undergo cannula insertion during their stays. Data were collected through observation, which is relevant when the purpose is to collect detailed and comprehensive data in the informants’ natural environments. A video-camera was used in both settings. Video-recordings provide extensive data on the students’ activities, and provide opportunities for comprehensive analysis by all investigators. Each participant was video-taped during practice in the skills centre (two students practised once on the mannequin; three students, twice). In the hospital, four of the students were video-recorded during their first performance on a patient. Due to practical circumstances, the fifth student was video-recorded during the third performance. A hand-held camera was used to make dynamic recordings. The zoom function allowed the camera to be a distance from the students, aiming to avoid interruptions and to reduce the influences of the camera. A total of thirteen video-recorded performances were analysed in this study (in total 480 minutes; 134 minutes in skills centre and 346 minutes in the clinical setting). Field notes were written to supplement the videos for example, when students were finding equipment. Reflective notes were written on personal experiences of being a researcher in a setting formerly experienced as a nurse and a teacher. Due to time pressure related to subsequent recordings, some field notes were written at the end of the day.

2.4 Data analysis

The visual data in this study was analysed with qualitative content analysis. According to Sandelowski qualitative content analysis is both data-derived and based on pre-existing coding systems. We began by using an inductive approach, which allows the findings to derive from the raw data without theoretical or conceptual implications. The video-recordings were watched several times to get an impression of the data. Through each new round of watching, we were sensitised to new or nuanced events. In this first phase, we were struck by the many instances of non-performance of several steps of the procedure, and we also started noticing that several steps were performed in a wrong way. The video-recordings were data-rich and difficult to absorb. To acquire a detailed understanding of the performance in both settings, the second phase was deductive and systematic. In line with Sandelowski’s suggestions on the use of coding systems, we modified elements in the normative model of practical skill performance and existing guidelines for PVC (see Figure 1).

The model of practical skill performance encompasses six elements necessary for good practical skill performance: substance, sequence, accuracy, fluency, integration and caring comportment. In this study, we focused on the first three elements. Substance and sequence of a skill should be performed as decided by procedural guidelines, and accuracy refers to correct and precise steps in performance. The substance and sequence of PVC were operationalised into 47 steps based on the electronic program Practical Procedures in Nursing (see Figure 1), and implemented as a coding scheme into a software program developed for this study. Each of the steps (47 × 5 students × 2 learning environments = in total 470 steps) in the practical skill performances was coded for their accuracy, “correct performance”, “incorrect performance” or “not performed”. The students who practised twice in the skills centre were credited with correct performance if it occurred either in the first or second try. We also used “not relevant”, “missed opportunity” and “cannot assess” as codes (see Figure 1). Each sequence was coded from 1-47 as the steps were performed. The software solution stored the data in a relational database, organised the data into tables and linked them together based on defined relationships.

After identifying the accuracy and sequential presentation of students’ performance at each step of the practical skill in both skills centre (235 steps) and clinical setting (235 steps), we assembled procedural steps that concerned the same content into six categories (see Figure 2), for easier representation of patterns in the data. These categories are easily recognized by students, nurses and nursing teachers.

To enhance the analysis, we have used numbers in the generation of meaning about the different qualities in the students’ skill performances. Within each category we counted and summarised the codes of accuracy into patterns of performances across all students. In the last phase of the analysis we compared, contrasted and described, within each category, each student’s performance in both learning settings to identify similarities and differences in accuracy.
3 Results

In this section we first present results from the students’ practice of PVC in the skills centre, followed by results from the students’ practice in the clinical setting. To illuminate these results, we have used numbers to show the distribution of steps in each code of accuracy. In the last part of the results, we compare patterns in students’ performances in the two learning settings to describe the concept of transfer of learning. Numbers in brackets refer to steps of the procedure.

3.1 Practicing PVC in the skills centre

3.1.1 Correct performance

Correctly performed steps comprised 143 of 235 steps of the PVC (see Figure 3).
Figure 3: A distribution of students’ performed steps of PVC in the skills centre and in the clinical setting according to codes of accuracy

Many of these steps belonged to the category Management of Equipment. All the students correctly performed steps concerning preparation of equipment and tourniquet handling (1, 6, 8, 13, 25, 32). All the students correctly assessed and selected a vein (7, 27) in the category Assessment of a Vein. In the category Technical Implementation, four of the students traced the skin and all students inserted the cannula in a correct angle (26, 29) while four students handled the cannula and stylet correctly (28, 34). In the category Hygienic Principles, which included the largest number of steps, all students correctly performed steps concerning cleaning hands, glove use and disposal of the stylet in a sharps container (2, 24, 35, 46, 47). Four of the students cleaned their hands (11, 20) during the skill performance (Steps are labelled in Figure 1).

3.1.2 Incorrect performance

Incorrectly performed steps comprised 16 of 235 steps of the PVC (see Figure 3). In the category Management of Equipment, one student contaminated the extension tubing with the integrated stop cock and forgot to close the stop cock before connecting it to the patient after flushing (16, 36). In the category Technical Implementation, one student used a wrong three-point cannula grip (28); and in the category Coverage and Dressing, one student attached the transparent dressing far below the cannula cap (step 42). In the category Hygienic Principles, three students just pretended to clean the mannequin’s skin (21).

3.1.3 Not performed

Steps not performed comprised 43 of 235 steps of the PVC (see Figure 3). In the category Management of Equipment, two students did not prepare and attach the extension tubing (16, 36). In the category Technical Implementation, none of the students performed the crucial step of advancing the cannula slightly to ensure entry into the vein’s lumen after the first flashback of blood in the chamber of the stylet (30). In the category Attention to Patient, four of the students did not identify the “patient” by name and birthdate (3), and none of the students observed for swelling or leakage at the site of insertion (39) or checked for discomfort or pain when the cannula was flushed (40). In the category Coverage and Dressing, none of the students applied a dressing to stabilise and protect the PVC (44). In the category Hygienic Principles, only the first student cleaned the workspace (12) and twice cleaning of the “patients” skin (22) was only performed by one student.

3.1.4 Not relevant to perform

Steps not relevant to perform comprised 26 of 235 steps (see Figure 3). In the category Management of Equipment, preparing and flushing the cannula with Heparin (17, 41) was not relevant, as Heparin was not available in the skills centre. In the category Attention to Patient, it was not relevant to make the “patient” comfortable (18), as the arm/mannequin was appropriately positioned during the whole procedure. In the category Hygienic Principles, students could not clip hair around the insertion site or check if the skin at the site of anaesthetization was clean and dry (5, 9) as the plastic arm lacked hair and anaesthetics were not available. The dressing towel under the arm was not changed between students’ performances (19).

3.1.5 Missed opportunities

Missed learning opportunities comprised 5 of 235 steps (see Figure 3). This concerned a lack of options to select a suitable device (10) since there was only one particular device to be had. In Figure 4, we have summarised the coding of the students’ performance of PVC in the skills centre.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the students’ performance of steps in a total of 5 performances of PVC.

3.2 Performing PVC in the clinical setting

3.2.1 Correct performance

Correctly performed steps comprised 122 of 235 steps of the PVC (see Figure 3). As in the skills centre, many of these steps belonged to Management of Equipment (1, 13, 25, 32) and concerned handling the equipment and tourniquet. All the steps (4, 7, 27) in Assessment of a Vein were correctly performed by all students. In Technical Implementation, all the students correctly inserted the cannula through the skin (29), while three students traced the skin (26) and used a three-point cannula grip (28). All the students removed the stylet correctly (34). Only one student advanced the cannula slightly to ensure entry into the vein’s lumen (30). In Hygienic Principles, all students immediately disposed the stylet into a sharps container (35), and four of the students disinfected their hands at three of the four recommended steps of the procedure (11, 24, 46).
Incorrectly performed steps comprised 13 of 235 steps (see Figure 3). In Technical Implementation, two students used an incorrect three-point grip on the cannula (28). In Coverage and Dressing, another student attached the transparent dressing far below the cannula cap (42). In Hygienic Principles, two students used back-and-forward movements instead of circular movements when cleaning the patients’ skin (21).

Steps not performed comprised 40 of 235 steps (see Figure 3). During Management of Equipment, two of the students did not prepare an extension tubing (16). In Technical Implementation, three students did not advance the cannula slightly to ensure entry into the vein’s lumen (30). In Attention to Patient, no student identified the patient by name and birthdate (3), and three of the students did not make the patient comfortable (18). In Hygienic Principles, four students did not use a dressing towel under the patient’s arm (19), and three students did not clean the skin twice (22). The guidelines specify using an antiseptic agent to clean hands at four steps in the procedure (2, 11, 20, 47). One student never used an antiseptic agent to clean her hands or used gloves, and the other students cleaned their hands three out of four times. Only two of the students cleaned the workspace thoroughly with 70% alcohol (12).

Steps not relevant to perform comprised 18 of 235 steps of the steps (Figure 3). In Management of Equipment two students did not prepare Heparin or flush the cannula with Heparin (17, 41) because an infusion was administered after insertion. It was not relevant for students to clip hair around the insertion site or check if the skin at the site of anaesthetisation was clean and dry (5, 9) in Hygienic Principles because the patients did not have hair on their arms and no anaesthetics were needed.

Missed learning opportunities occurred in 36 of 235 steps (see Figure 3). When students missed the vein, as three of the students did this first time, they had to terminate the PVC. Subsequent steps related to almost all of the categories of the PVC were therefore not performed. Missing the vein resulted in the following: In Management of Equipment, students could not use any of the equipment related to the use of extension tubing, sodium chloride or Heparin (36, 37, 38, 41). In Technical Implementation, students lost the opportunity to practise the crucial step of advancing the cannula slightly to ensure entry into the vein’s lumen (30). Students also missed learning opportunities related to Attention to Patient such as observing for swelling or leakage and asking about discomfort or pain (39, 40). No performance was possible of any of the steps related to Coverage and Dressing (42, 43, 44). In Figure 5, we have summarised the coding of the students’ performance of PVC in the clinical setting. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the students’ performances of steps in a total of 5 performances of PVC.

In this paragraph, we summarize and describe the major similarities and differences seen in the skills centre and the clinical setting. In Figure 6, we show how many of the steps in each category of accuracy were similarly performed in the clinical setting after practice in the skills centre, 140 of 228 steps (We use 228 (235-7) steps in our comparison be-
cause 7 steps that should have been performed in the skills centre were categorised as missed or cannot assess).

In general, students were able to perform more steps of the procedure in the simulation setting than in the clinical setting. Figure 6 also shows that students performed more steps both correctly and incorrectly in the skills centre compared to the clinical setting. More steps were also not performed and not relevant to perform in the skills centre than in the clinical setting.

Of the 143 correctly performed steps in the skills centre, 103 steps were also performed correctly in the clinical setting (see Figure 6). These steps were seen in the categories Management of Equipment (preparing equipment and management of the tourniquet), Assessment of a Vein (assessment of a vein and site of insertion), Technical Implementation (management of- and inserting the cannula through the skin and vein), and Hygienic Principles (cleaning hands and disposal of the stylet). Of the 16 incorrectly performed steps in the skills centre, 7 steps were also performed incorrectly in the clinical setting (see Figure 6). These steps were seen in the category Hygienic Principles (cleaning the patients’ skin), Technical Implementation (three-point cannula grip) and Coverage and Dressing (cover of insertion site). Of the 43 steps that were not performed in the skills centre, 17 steps were also not performed in the clinical setting (see Figure 6). These steps belonged to the categories Technical Implementation (advancing the cannula into the vein before withdrawing the stylet), Attention to Patient (ensure patient’s correct identity), and Hygienic Principles (twice-cleaning of patients’ skin). Of the 26 steps that were not relevant to perform in the skills centre, 13 steps were not relevant to perform in the clinical setting (see Figure 6). These steps concerned the categories Management of Equipment (management of Heparin 100IU/ml) and Hygienic Principles (hair removal and anaesthetization).

Figure 5: Distribution of students’ performed steps in 5 attempts of PVC in the clinical skills centre (relative differences within each column)

Figure 6: Performance of similar steps in the skills centre and the clinical setting
The differences in numbers of performed steps in the two learning settings are mostly related to missed learning opportunities in the clinical setting. Three students missed the vein and had to terminate the cannulation, thereby losing the opportunity to perform steps in most categories of the PVC. We cannot know if they would have performed these steps correctly, incorrectly or not at all. Adding to the difference in numbers of performed steps is also the fact that students in the clinical setting failed to clean their hands at some of the recommended steps of the procedure.

4 Discussion

In this study students performed a large number of PVC steps correctly across both learning settings, and many of these steps concerned Management of Equipment. In the clinical setting students were immediately familiar with the equipment they had used in the skills centre such as the tourniquet, the venous cannula, gloves and the needle-less bungees. Houghton et al.\[47\] highlighted common equipment used in both learning settings as an advantage in linking what was previously achieved to a new situation. Thorndike\[29\] referred to learning as a process of forming associations, and it is plausible to interpret the students’ experiences of familiarity with identical elements across learning settings as a strengthening of this process. In a study by James and Chapman\[48\] familiarity seemed to be very important when students undertook their first clinical practices in an acute placement. Students were met with many disorienting and often serious events. Experiencing familiarity between task elements and setting enabled students to perform tasks in the new learning situation.

Some of the steps of the PVC performance were performed correctly despite apparent differences in conditions or appearances of the mannequin versus patient arms, such as assessing the veins. The arm of the mannequin had inflexible veins and skin made of rubber, and was completely different from any arm the students experienced in the clinical setting. The mannequin had several pre-marked puncture sites as well as specially developed and visible veins, and the students could not doubt where the venous cannula was to be inserted. In contrast, patients’ veins are often invisible, rolling or not palpable\[49\]. Correct performance despite differences is not supported by Thorndike’s\[29\] theory of identical elements. These findings resonate more with views on learning and transfer within a situated learning perspective.\[32, 35\] In this perspective, transfer is contingent on the learner’s attunement to affordances in the learning situations. In the skills centre the students could just insert the needle without thinking or manipulating the mannequin’s skin. In the clinical setting, they encountered soft skin and veins that looked and were positioned differently. This required assessing through touching, checking and choosing the most appropriate vein. Students were provided with new information and constructed knowledge by interacting with the information that appeared in the clinical environment.\[32, 35\] Alteren & Björk\[21\] noted similar findings in their study of students practising to give food and drink to patients. Feeding real patients was viewed as more complex than feeding fellow students due to the patients’ communication problems. Students still reported that they succeeded in feeding because they were alerted and attuned to other signs from the patients. For example, when the patient made a sign with his hand, a student correctly interpreted this as a request for more food.

Students in our study also performed some PVC steps incorrectly in both learning settings; in other words, they transferred inappropriate knowledge. These steps mainly concerned Hygienic Principles, for example, cleaning the patients’ skin before the cannula insertion (step 22). Making errors during performance is viewed as helpful in the learning process\[29, 50\] but this learning by error is contingent upon students being made aware of their errors. Students in the study by Helyar et al.\[50\] experienced that information about errors during simulation of medication administration helped them to avoid making the same errors in the clinical setting. Students in our study continued to perform incorrectly in the clinical setting, and based on video-recordings, we know that the students in question were not made aware of their errors during training. This begs consideration of the students’ cognitive approach in the learning process. The theory of identical elements does not focus on cognition as an aspect of successful transfer processes, but on identical elements as the linkage in acting between different learning settings.\[51\] This may demonstrate that transfer of skill performance only based on identical elements is a mechanical approach\[52\] where prior performed actions, regardless of their quality, trigger the same performance in a new situation. A didactic learning approach only based on identical elements may deactivate the learner. We do not suggest rejecting the explanatory power of the identical element in understanding learning across contexts. However, to some extent it might be the contextualised conditions and not the learner’s efforts that underlie performance. We consider practical nursing skills as complex actions and have used the normative model of practical skill performance\[43\] in our judgment of students’ skill performance. This complexity requires that students use their cognitive abilities to be attentive to the patient and to analyse and reflect on their own actions. Previous research has stated that reflective and analytical skills are necessary in connecting knowledge between school and practice.\[31, 53\] When that is missing, it is understandable that students transfer incorrect skill performance.

Common guidelines\[44\] were used across the learning settings. A logical assumption would be that this similarity would enhance students’ performance in the clinical setting. Rather unexpectedly we found a great variation in how students followed these guidelines. Although
the guidelines were sequentially organised and might offer what Thorndike\cite{29} labelled “belongingness”, the students skipped steps at several places in the procedure. Disinfection of the place of insertion was poor and according to Malach,\cite{54} this is a common reason for infection. A dramatic consequence occurred when the students did not advance the cannula before removing the stylet (step 30), as this caused them to miss the vein. Steps not conducted resulted in a sequential breach\cite{29} and constrained students’ skill performance. These breaches had no consequences when they performed the skill on a mannequin, but had notable consequences in the clinical setting such as poor hygiene and lack of care and safety precautions. We can only speculate on the reasons for skipping procedural steps. Are the guidelines too detailed, thereby creating overload as students try to memorize the steps, or is there a lack of guidance in the learning process? Is it enough just to have guidelines or must the students be taught how to discriminate between the importance of the different steps, to go beyond the detailed steps and gain deeper understanding of skill performance\cite{55}?

We found that practising the procedure in the clinical setting was contingent on a successful cannula insertion. If the vein was missed, students had to terminate their attempt and had no opportunities to recall and perform what they previously had achieved in the skills centre. Missed learning opportunities in the clinical setting is not a novel finding, and is congruent with results of a previous study that explored students’ skill performances during clinical placement.\cite{47} Houghton et al.\cite{47} found that missed learning opportunities were influenced by contextual conditions, as nursing students were not included in medication rounds. Our study revealed that students lacked proficiency in skill performance. We cannot see that contextual conditions can explain why unsuccessful cannulation and missed learning opportunities occurred. We know from earlier research by Marshburn et al.\cite{47} that nurses found PVC to be the most challenging of all practical skills when they entered practice after education. However, Marshburn et al.\cite{7} did not explore the reasons for this. In the present study, the video-recordings revealed that Technical Implementation was complex and crucial to succeeding with the skill performance.

In the present study, performance on the mannequin provided the students with the opportunity to perform most of the PVC steps because they could continue to practise even if the vein was missed. There was a lack of realism in the simulation because students in the training situation insufficiently experienced critical procedural aspects that they later encountered in the clinical setting. The plastic arm did not qualitatively represent real patients’ veins, and the students were not alerted to differences related to Technical Implementation. Simulation practice did not prepare students sufficiently to act within the context and conditions of the clinical setting; for example, the antiseptic was placed by the door and not on the patient’s nightstand, meaning that students had to leave the patient’s bed to clean their hands during the procedure. Even though nursing education champions the idea of simulation that represents the environment and its equipment,\cite{56} the accurate representation of real clinical skill performance is challenging. As demonstrated in both our study and the study by Alteren & Björk,\cite{21} moving from one learning setting to another does not involve simple transfer of prior skills. Students in Mansour’s,\cite{37} study experienced similar difficulties. They felt that skills taught at the university were simplistic and did not take into account the contextual differences in the clinical setting. Marton\cite{30} argued that differences in learning situations must be accurately and fully recognised by the learner in preventing transfer problems. The awareness of such potential differences might support learning across contexts because we can expect that in situations will vary. This is consistent with Dzioba et al.\cite{58} who reasoned that educators have to implement reflective activities in the simulation to increase learning. Students have to perceive and distinguish aspects in the learning situation to make sense of issues that will be encountered in new situations. Educators must assist students in this process.

5 Conclusion

The findings in this study provide a comprehensive insight into students’ actual skill performance in skills centre and clinical setting, as well as contextual aspects that seem to influence their transfer of skill performance. Low-fidelity simulation contributed to experience in skill performance and familiarity with equipment used in the clinical setting. However, the simulation training lacked realism and impeded students’ skill performance on real patients. The nature of our findings suggest that simulation as a learning strategy should be improved to ensure that students achieve what is needed for safe practice on real patients in the clinical setting. Students must be prepared for and learn to read situations and tasks as they occur in the clinical setting, such as critical events that could vary when attending to real patients. The present study is the first to detail students’ performances as they try to transfer a practical skill from simulation training to performance in the clinical setting. There are, therefore, a broad spectrum of issues that need to be investigated in the future, for example, skill development during the course of a clinical placement, the role of supervision through skill achievement in both learning settings, and skill performance on real patients after skill training on fellow students.

Methodological considerations

This study only included five students. However, the use of video-supported observation supplied a large amount of data that may have increased the accuracy of the study. By filming the students in the clinical setting directly after their
practice in the skills centre, we had a unique opportunity to illuminate the similarities and differences in the students’ performance of a practical skill across two learning settings. Video-recordings do not represent reality, as the observation is controlled by the researcher, and may be perceived and interpreted differently by various individuals. We are aware that the presence of a researcher with a video camera could be experienced as distracting, or constrain the students’ in their skill performances. The methodological quality of the research is both strengthened and weakened by the main researcher’s familiarity in both research settings. Familiarity contributed to a detailed observation, parallel with the risk of exploring and understanding the field as a professional and not as a researcher. In order to strengthen the validity of the study, the whole research team was involved in the process of analysis.
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